
Adding PQRS/QDC Codes to Notes 
PIMSY has added all the necessary QDC codes required for Mental Health and Medication 
Management Medicare measures behind the scenes, so unlike regular billing codes, these do 
not need to be added to the users, or the clients. PIMSY will run the audits based on each 
client’s notes if the client has “Medicare” listed as the primary, secondary, or tertiary insurance 
listed on their chart. It will search based on what is written on each particular measure (such as 
if the client is of a particular age, if the client BMI is recorded, is the “smoker” status is checked, 
a particular diagnosis is marked primary, etc.) and will reference these to suggest* which QDC 
code should be reported on the note to Medicare.  

To add the QDC code(s) to a Medicare note, you will need to create the note first. Once you hit 
“save” you will see your “Note #” generate. The PQRS algorithm cannot run until the note has 
been saved, and prior to release.  

  

Once you have click save, you will want to click on the “Add Services” tab at the bottom of the 
note. Next, click on the “PQRS/QDC” button on the right hand side.  

 

This is when PIMSY will run all the different vairables to suggest the different measures and 
codes the client could be reported for. You will see several different columns. The first column 
is the Measure. The Measure’s description is located in the column directly to the right. Lastly, 
the third column states the applicable codes that could be reported for the clients note to go to 
Medicare to satisfy the reporting requirement. Pick which code(s) you would like to report (for 
this example we are going to report G8931 for Measure 106 and G8431 for Measure 134). 
Remember, you can report one measure, or multiple. When you have decided which codes you 
are going to report, click “Close” in the top right corner of that window.  
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Next, click on a blank line at the bottom.  Under the column that says “QDC Reporting Code”, 
click on the drop down box. A list will appear with all the PQRS codes in the system. Scroll 
through the list to find the codes you want to add. Click on the code. If you want to add another 
code, click on the top blank line and repeat the process of picking the next code in the drop 
down selection of available codes.  

 

When you are finished adding the codes to your note, you can click “Save” in the top left corner 
of the note. Prior to releasing the note, PIMSY will prompt the user to add the needed QDC 
code by giving a reminder if Medicare is on the clients insurance tab. This will only occur if 
Medicare is listed as an insurance company on the client. 
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PIMSY will add the PQRS/QDC code onto the note to be sent out with the claim. These codes 
will not show in invoicing.  

They will show in the 837 EDE file to report to Medicare. Please see the breakdown of the claim 
as it appears in the electronic file. 

 
CLM*INV-78457*135***11:B:1*N*A*Y*I*P~ 
REF*EA*A-C-24985~ 
NTE*ADD*0800~ 
HI*BK:29630~ 
NM1*82*1*ADMINISTRATOR*SYSTEM~ 
PRV*PE*PXC*101YP2500X~ 
NM1*77*2*COUNSELING CENTER LLC*****XX*12345657890~ 
N3*123 YORKSHIRE ROAD~ 
N4*SEATTLE*WA*984021111~ 
LX*1~ 
SV1*HC:90834*135*UN*1***1~**This is the claim line with the main billing code 
DTP*472*D8*20140409~ 
REF*6R*INV-78457~ 
LX*2~ 
SV1*HC:G8931*0*UN*1***1~**This is the first QDC code listed that does not show in invoicing and is listed with a 0.00 charge. 
DTP*472*D8*20140409~ 
REF*6R*QDC-40517~ 
LX*3~ 
SV1*HC:G8431*0*UN*1***1~**This is the second QDC code listed that does not show in invoicing and is also listed with  

a 0.00 charge. 
DTP*472*D8*20140409~ 
REF*6R*QDC-40518~ 
SE*42*000005756~ 
GE*1*5756~ 
IEA*1*000005756~ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

*Please note- this is only a suggestion. It is the responsibility of the clinician to know which 
code actually applies to the session, as PIMSY has no way of actually knowing what was verbally 
discussed during the session* 
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